ABSTRACT This paper discusses the post-Washington Consensus development paradigm, questioning whether the changes it embodies are sufficient to open up the development debate. We show that the new paradigm, which might be called 'Washington Pluralism', harbours three pluralist principles. It maintains that development is 1) contingent on culture; 2) contingent on history; and 3) requiring a multidisciplinary perspective. We assess these principles on the basis of an analogy with the Malaysian Model, which embodied the same three principles. We show that, in Malaysia, the first two evolved into cultural determinism and historicism, respectively, while the third created a discourse in which institutions, politics and culture were reduced to instruments for development. Consequentially the proliferation of the idea of a Malaysian Model has been associated with increasing authoritarianism in Malaysia rather than with increased openness. On the basis of this analogy we conclude that the three pluralist principles are not sufficient to create an open development debate.
Washington Consensus of the 1990s seems to have made way for a Washington Pluralism. The main ideas behind this pluralism are that 1) context matters; and 2) development is more than just growth. 5 In a recent paper Dany Rodrik has sketched this paradigm shift as a welcome and radical break with previous thinking. 6 This paradigm shift is not entirely new, however. A similar development can be observed in the debate about Asian development in the early 1990s. The idea of an 'Asian Model' was also inspired by the notion that context mattered: solutions to Asian development problems had to be modelled in an Asian way. The Asian Model was also broader than economy, as it came to include ideas about governance, an Asian Democracy and Asian Values. In these ways, the Asian Model can be seen as an important precursor to the current paradigm shift. 7 Today official enthusiasm for the new Washington Pluralism seems only matched by the deafening silence on the topic of the Asian Model-let alone Asian Values or Asian Democracy. In the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis, the consensus seems to be that there was nothing to the Asian Model thesis in the first place. The fate of the debate about the Asian Model raises doubts about the paradigm shift observed by Rodrik. If the Washington Pluralism shares its core ideas with the Asian Model, it is likely to share the latter's problems as well. The history of the idea of an Asian Model is an important source of lessons. This paper attempts to draw out some of these lessons, focusing on the Asian Model as it developed in one of the most ardent advocates of the idea, Dr Mahathir's Malaysia. On the basis of this discussion it questions whether the new Washington Pluralism is enough to result in an open debate about development and development strategies.
The structure of the paper is as follows: the following section describes the emergence and content of the Malaysian Model, in order to investigate the kind of pluralism it entailed and make the case that it is in broad lines similar to the current Washington Pluralism. The next section discusses each of the pluralist principles identified in the Malaysian Model, drawing attention to their limits. The paper concludes with a discussion in which we take the derived insights to the current development debate.
The Malaysian Model of development
The notion of a Malaysian development model going beyond mere economics and different from the path taken and promoted by the West is inextricably connected to the figure of Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad. Before rising to power in 1981, Dr Mahathir had already made a name for himself as a staunch Malay nationalist and fervent critic of the economically liberal policies Malaysia had pursued in the first decade after independence. 8 According to Mahathir, state support of Malays was a necessity to redress the strong economic inequalities existing between the various races in postcolonial Malaysia. 9 In his view economic liberalism would only cause the rich Chinese and British to grow richer and the poor, Malay part of the population to become poorer. Indeed, from the 1970s onwards Malaysia had embarked upon a New Economic Policy, in which the state took a far greater ROBBERT MASELAND & JAN PEIL role and which was primarily meant to strengthen the position of Malays in the Malaysian economy.
Although Chinese business suffered from these policies, it was the foreign business sector, mainly the British, which bore the brunt of redistribution most strongly. Economic policies were informed by a Malay nationalism that was not only formulated against the Chinese, but perhaps even more so against the West, and the former coloniser the UK in particular. In the early 1980s a 'Buy British Last' campaign was instigated, for example. That this was part of a larger trend was evidenced by a 'Look East Policy', Mahathir's initial boycott of the Commonwealth meetings, and a decidedly anti-Western tone in various speeches Mahathir gave to the UN General Assembly, among others. Such anti-Western sentiments were also present in Mahathir's book The Challenge, in which he argued that the Western world, having risen to world dominance because of its superior values, was now in crisis because it had abandoned these values in favour of immorality.
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Looking East and the birth of the Asian Model
With hindsight the Look East policy of the early 1980s was a first step towards the formulation of a Malaysian and Asian model. First, it was inspired by the idea that late development required another model of economic policy than that propagated by the market-economy Western style, and that this model could be found in Japan and Korea. Copying South Korea in the 1970s, the Malaysian state took a leading role in the development of new, capital-intensive industries such as steel, petrochemicals, shipbuilding and, most notoriously, cars. It thus played the role of the allegedly typically Asian 'strong state', with its 'insulated bureaucracy' that was concerned with-benevolently-'governing the market. 11 Second, it justified its alternative model not only by pointing out Malaysia's 'Southern' late-industrialising status, but also by referring to 'Eastern' Values. One element of the Look East campaign was taking Korea and Japan as an example in cultivating an Eastern work ethic. 12 This was also the background of the Islamisation campaign instigated in the early 1980s. 13 Correct understanding of Islam, in Mahathir's view, included certain beneficial values in which Malaysian development could be rooted.
14 Third, and most surprising given the tense ethnic relations within Malaysia and Mahathir's stature as a staunch Malay nationalist, the Look East policy was a first step towards a model rooted in a set of values that were situated in an Asian identity rather than one that was ethnically Malay, Chinese or Indian. With its opposition to the West the Look East policy overcame ethnic divisions within Malaysia and moved towards a political-economic paradigm based on a common Asian identity. 15 With growth gathering steam and talk about an Asian Miracle taking hold in the late 1980s and early 1990s, these ideas began to evolve into the proposition of an Asian Model, rooted in Asian Values. In this perspective the strong, benevolent, insulated and capable state that characterised the successful Asian economies was linked to such values as dutifulness, THE NEW WASHINGTON PLURALISM AND THE MALAYSIAN MODEL hierarchy, meritocracy and rationality, 16 which were deemed typically Asian. Asia's rising economic prosperity and relative political and social stability came to be seen as proof of the superiority of the entire East Asian way of doing things. In Singapore parliament identified communitarian values like filial piety, collectivism, consensus, discipline and respect for authority as the basis for Singapore's socio-economic success. 17 Referring to such Asian Values, it not only began to defend a separate economic model, but also something called 'Asian Democracy', 18 challenging the universality of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the Bangkok Declaration of 1993. 19 In Malaysia the new confidence was evidenced by the declaration of the ambitious Wawasan 2020 (Vision 2020) programme by Mahathir, in which he set out plans for Malaysia to be a developed country by 2020. It reads as a blueprint of the Asian Model, giving priority to economic growth through state-led capitalist enterprise; it puts moral development and the cultivation of the right values central; and it pays explicit attention to social harmony and the need for consensus. 20 Moreover, Wawasan 2020 strikes a nationalistic tone, presenting Malaysian development as emancipation after centuries of domination by Western powers. Rallied behind the new national battle cry Malaysia Boleh! (Malaysia Can!), Malaysia sought to prove to the world that it could 'stand as tall and sit as low as any other'. Economic development had become a statement of political nationalism, for Malaysia and Asia as a whole. 21 The Asian Model: a case of Washington Pluralism?
To argue for the prerogative of Asian societies to take development their own, Asian way, or even to claim the superiority of such a way, is not yet the same as presenting it as a model for others to follow. Whereas Asian governments such as those of Malaysia and Singapore certainly subscribed to the idea of a common Asian Model, rooted in cultural heritage and responsible for the social-economic success of the region, the idea of holding it up as an example to others was almost exclusively Western in origin. 22 The emergence of the idea that Asia provided moral lessons for Western societies has been linked to a conservative political agenda in the West. 23 From another side authors like Wade and Amsden saw in East Asian development a model for late development in general, a theme picked up by the World Bank. 24 An explosion of management handbooks referring to Asian wisdoms added to the message.
The notion of an Asian Model as an alternative to dominant approaches to development policy and thinking was informed by a desire to develop such alternatives. Its advocates saw in East Asia not only an alternative model for development, but also an argument for alternative development models. The idea that there was a separate development path to be taken by Malaysia or by Asia in general could therefore be said to represent pluralism, in the sense that it was motivated by ideas and views advocating a plurality of approaches to development. It was based on three pluralist arguments, which are similar to the new Washington Pluralism. First, it was inspired by the view that for ROBBERT MASELAND & JAN PEIL late industrialising, developing countries, a different approach to development was needed that was adapted to the specific political-economic circumstances of such economies. Second, the need for a separate Malaysian model-like the Asian Model of which it was a special case-was defended on the basis of cultural diversity. The position that development thinking should take particular cultural circumstances into account supported a Malaysian (or Malayan or Asian) Model, adapted to local culture and values.
In addition to these pluralist arguments, which could be labelled historical contingency and cultural contingency, respectively, the Asian Model was pluralist in explicitly incorporating cultural, historical and institutional factors. The eager reception of the Malaysian model was informed by the view that, in order to be effective, development models should be about more than the exclusively macroeconomic focus of the Washington Consensus. Only such an approach could be effective, because the reality on the ground was plural: distinctions between the economic, the institutional, the social and the cultural perhaps made sense in scholarly debate, but in order to achieve anything in reality one had to create bridges between them, because they could not be separated. All these justifications for a (Mal)a(y)sian Model underpin the insight the World Bank would gain one-and-a-half decade later; that a broader look was necessary, recognising that there is no unique universal set of rules.
Restrictions on pluralism in the Malaysian Model
Looking at the three pluralist principles underlying the idea of the Malaysian Model, ie pluralism based on historical contingency, pluralism based on cultural contingency and disciplinary pluralism, we can ask ourselves whether these pluralisms are adequate. To answer this question, we will critically review all three forms of pluralism which the Malaysian Model could be said to represent.
Development as contingent on history
The idea that East Asia provided an alternative development model specifically suitable for the political-economic environment in which late developing countries operated came up in earnest in the late 1980s, and can be seen as a reaction to the neoclassical counter-revolution sweeping through development economics since the late 1970s. 25 The take-off of East Asian development in the 1970s had more-or-less coincided with the neoclassical counter-revolution. The two trends reinforced each other. The argument soon ran that, whereas the rest of the Third World faced stagnation and continuing poverty because of the interventionist policies proposed by modernisation or dependencia theorists, the Newly Industrialised Economies reaped the benefits of their market-oriented strategy. This was all the more proof that the free market was best for everyone.
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Those more in favour of state intervention at first countered this argument by denying the success of East Asia, presenting it as an extreme case of unsustainable, dependent development, solely based on the exploitation of cheap labour. 26 When this claim became untenable, they turned towards a stronger argument, claiming that the successful Asian economies were in fact models of successful state-led development. 27 The argument here was that late industrialisation required different approaches than early development. In order to catch up, countries needed to invest heavily in capital-and technology-intensive sectors, shielding them (temporarily) from competition on the domestic market but at the same time forcing them to compete on export markets. Such a strategy was required because late industrialising economies had to fight their way into a system in which other economies had already arrived and were therefore better equipped to reap economies of scale and secure access to high technology.
The argument that being late justified an alternative development path and approach is pluralist in the sense that it revolves around the position that differences in historical context require differences in development model. In many ways this argument was hardly new; it was the reason for carving out the separate sub-discipline of development economics in the first place. The idea had only been rejected in the neoclassical counter-revolution, on the basis of the argument that economic principles were universal, thus denying the need for a separate development economics. To advocate a plurality of models on the basis of an argument of historical contingency is thus not something novel, and in fact reflects a core idea in Western thinking, integral to the concept of modernity-historicism, ie 'the idea that to understand anything it has to be seen both as a unity and in its historical development'. 28 Historicism was what underlay theories such as the modernisation theory of the 1950s and 1960s. The idea that anything should be viewed in its historical context implied that there was one common, overarching dimension of history in which all events and things could be positioned. Historical time thus became a measure of the institutional and technological distance between the West and the non-West. 29 Those countries and regions that were assumed to be different from the developed world were labelled traditional, backward, not-yet developed. Historicism implied they were not categorically different; they were simply further behind on the same track. 30 Thus historicism 'made modernity or capitalism look not simply global but rather as something that became global over time, by originating in one place (Europe) and then spreading outside it'. 31 Such an idea supported ideologies of colonialism and completely justified internalist histories of Europe, coupled with historical descriptions of the rest of the world in terms borrowed from European experience. After all, all non-Western development was simply imitation, a reliving of the experiences already undergone by the Western centre.
Of course, the idea of historicism does not necessarily imply that Europe is set as a standard. However, when confronted with the argument for an alternative Malaysian model because of the different historical context of late development, the questions always emerge: late for and relative to what?
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Regardless of the specific centre around which the idea of historicism is constructed, the argument that being late brings about specific demands and challenges reproduces a classification of the society in question as being notyet. Although the argument is used to justify alternative development models, the very fact that the reason why we are in need of alternatives is that there is a way in which societies are late already reproduces the universal dimension of development along which some societies are more advanced than others. Perhaps the late developing society needs to employ different means to come to progress; but these means are only required for it to live through the same path developed societies have already taken. All in all, where being at different stages of development merits different strategies for societies to follow, history and development processes themselves are still not opened up.
Development as contingent on culture
Although historicism does not inevitably have the form it took under the influence of European colonialism, pointing out the relation between the two does serve the purpose of sensitising one on the political side to the idea. The tendency to confront the world in terms borrowed from European experience, assuming that European experience represented the future of the less developed world, was inextricably connected to the political dominance of 19th century Europe over the world, and to the 20th century dominance of the USA. It was not only informed by this dominance, but also legitimised and reproduced it, denying the other societies the possibility to speak with their own voices and act now rather than be not-yet.
Modernisation theory, as it emerged in the 1950s and 1960s around authors like Hoselitz, Eisenstadt, Nash and McClelland, is a clear case of such historicist ideas. It sought to remake the world in the image of the USA, equalising modernisation with development. In this formulation of development and societal difference modernisation theory was clearly related to the geopolitical dominance of the USA after World War II. This political side to historicism caused people to criticise modernisation theory precisely on one of the issues with which the Washington Consensus has been charged more recently-ethnocentrism and lack of pluralism. 32 In reaction to the paradigm, a desire for newly independent countries to break away from a model in which the emulation of the West was the most that could be achieved caused societies to produce alternative development models focusing on locally constructed centres.
In Malaysia two such moves can be observed. First, the Look East campaign instigated by Mahathir replaced the Western world as the highest step on the evolutionary ladder of development by the presumably fellow Asian societies of Japan and Korea. This move was informed by a desire for emancipation vis-a`-vis the West, and the UK as the former coloniser in particular. Second, when increasing economic fortunes brought about the self-confidence to start presenting Malaysia itself as a model, development was reformulated in terms of some essentially Malaysian developedness, which was adapted to its culture as an Asian, Islamic country and a THE NEW WASHINGTON PLURALISM AND THE MALAYSIAN MODEL multiracial society. The proclamation of Vision 2020 is the most explicit example of such a reformulation; in it Mahathir called for Malaysia to 'be a developed country in our own mould'. 33 The Islamisation campaign, seeking a more prominent role for Islam in public life, could also be seen as an attempt to replace the West as developmental ideal by the notion of progressive Islam.
These projects of reformulating development with regard to locally constructed centres are in many ways concretised-or more accurately, glass-and-steelised-in the futuristic Petronas Twin Towers dominating the Kuala Lumpur skyline. Apart from being an icon of economic growth, the building, which actually consists of five towers, is a reference to the five pillars of Islam, thus embodying the compatibility of modern Islam with economic progress. In addition, the fact that Malaysia hosted the tallest building in the world proves that it is not inferior to any other nation, and has become a source of pride for all Malaysians. The Towers being built by Korean and Japanese construction companies signifies Asian pride and independence (Look East!). The Petronas Towers thus very accurately capture the idea of a Malaysian or Asian development model, rooted in its specific cultural characteristics, as an alternative to Western development.
Advocating a separate Asian or Malaysian development model on the basis of the principle that development models should be culturally specific should thus be seen in the light of the critique levelled against Western domination in historicist development theories. However, the question emerges of what exactly this culture is in which development models ought to be rooted. In the case of Malaysia, for example, there is a strong ambiguity about whether the culture in question is a Malay, Malaysian or Asian culture. Before the mid-1980s Malay culture-opposed then to both the West and the other races making up Malaysia-was the dominant frame of reference. From the late 1980s onwards, however, a trend towards a more inclusive Malaysian identity could be witnessed, culminating in Mahathir's Vision 2020. Moreover, whereas the National Cultural Policy of 1971 even went as far as formally defining Malaysian culture as Malay culture, with the other races being regarded as recent foreign influences without any historical-cultural links to the country, in the 1990s very different accounts of Malaysian cultural history began to emerge, emphasising 'that since time immemorial, their region has been the theatre where the great civilizations have crossed paths'. 34 The claim of Asian Values was perhaps even more peculiar in the Malaysian context; Asian Values were most readily associated with (neo-)Confucianism, whereas Malaysia is a predominantly Islamic country in which Chinese influences, such as Confucianism, have usually been considered alien and not part of Malaysian culture. 35 The idea of one uniform development model rooted in one uniform set of values for the whole of Asia therefore can best be seen in the light of Orientalism; it reproduces a dichotomisation of the world into East and West, in which the East is conceived as an essentially traditional place. 36 Contrary to what the cultural pluralism argument suggests, this goes to show that there has never been one single, uncontested culture underlying ROBBERT MASELAND & JAN PEIL Malaysian development. Several conflicting identities exist simultaneously, vying for dominance or some form of alignment. Rather than being given, the culture that comes out on top is the outcome of social and political processes. The intellectual gymnastics through which Malay elites sought to claim Asian Values by reinventing them as Islamic Values are an illuminating illustration of the constructed nature of culture. 37 Taking Malaysian or Asian culture as a reference point for economic development strategies was not obvious or uncontested. Sub-national ethnicity might have been a framework as well, and very different cultural elements could have been taken out of the complex of cultural heritages of Malaysia. More fundamentally one might not just have formulated economic policies and development models referring to a different culture, but also without referring to culture at all.
When one defends the separate Malaysian development model on the grounds that development should be grounded in the specific cultural context, one effectively closes off all these rival possibilities for framing development strategies. The argument is a way of saying that a certain development model is intrinsic to Malaysia as a nation because of its culture, so that debate about its desirability is effectively ruled out. Certain strategies, policies and governance structures are inevitable because they follow from Malaysian culture. Moreover, the argument presents Malaysia as a cultural unity that speaks with one voice, thus repressing the many rival voices of individuals, classes and ethnic groups that are not allowed to speak. In Malaysia the emergence of the essentialist Malaysian model coincided not accidentally with an increasing monopolisation of power by Mahathir. Although the principle of cultural contingency was perhaps emancipatory for Malaysia in the global arena, in its essentialism it ruled out any political debate about development strategies within the country, fostering authoritarianism and the dominance of Mahathir's ideology.
Disciplinary pluralism
Where the principles of development models being contingent on history, and of development models being contingent on culture, have been argued to close off debate about history and culture, respectively, the third pluralist principle-the nature of development requiring a multidisciplinary approach-can be argued to represent pluralism in a limited form only as well. For a development model to be effective it needs to address not only economic, but also institutional, ethical, cultural and political aspects of a society. The Malaysian experience, and the Asian experience in general, is supposed to have proved this. Effectiveness, however, is a concept that only has a meaning in relation to a certain objective. The question that springs to mind, therefore, is what this goal is.
The short answer is, of course, development. However, this answer presupposes that development itself is an uncontested, objective term. Otherwise it is not an answer at all, but a mere shifting of the question towards the problem of the definition of development. Here the pluralism of the Malaysian model seems to end. Rather than fostering an open discussion THE NEW WASHINGTON PLURALISM AND THE MALAYSIAN MODEL about what development is or ought to be, the argument that, in order to achieve development, one has to confront it from a plurality of perspectives awards development a monist, ontological status. Development, in this vision, is a certain process; it is not subject to contentious formulation in political debate, but a phenomenon that we need to approach as given. It is in relation to this given objective and process that we can distinguish several approaches with regard to their effectiveness. In the Asian Model debate, moreover, it is interesting to note that this objective development is often equated with economic growth statistics. The Asian Model proves that a theoretical pluralist approach is more effective, since the growth figures of the economies making up the model have been extraordinarily high. Malaysia, with its broader formulation of development objectives in Mahathir's Vision 2020, is something of an exception in this respect.
Even such a broader formulation of what development entails-economic prosperity, political unity, psychological liberation and self-confidence, mature democracy, a fully moral and ethical society, ethnic integration and harmony, a scientific and progressive society, economic justice, a caring society and caring culture built on the family as a basic unit-still reproduces the idea that development is something before formulation. Discussions about the necessity of breaking up the overtly narrow operationalisations of development as economic growth, because 'development is more than just growth', do not break away from the idea that there is a single way in which we should think about development, because such a definition of development is unchallengeably true. The discussion about objectives is thereby effectively closed off; although one might still have other objectives alongside development, the attainment of these is restricted by the objective necessity of the developmental process. In Malaysia this has led to what Francis Loh Kok Wah has labelled 'developmentalism', a discourse in which all debate has been reduced to the question of whether one can deliver economic development. 38 Other preferences-such as a concern with individual political rights for example-enter as secondary objectives, representing a trade-off with development. Such rhetoric has stifled debate and strengthened the position of Mahathir, fostering the monopolisation of power in Malaysia in the early 1990s. 39 In terms of the debate about the Washington Consensus, it could be argued that the main problem was not so much its narrow definition of development as growth, but rather this monist ontological claim that there was one 'True Development'. It was this ontological position that closed off debate and resulted in the imposition of the neoclassical mould on the world. A look at the Malaysian model, which reproduces this monist ontological claim while broadening the definition of development towards inclusion of institutions, values and culture, confirms this. The combination of a broadened scope and lack of pluralism with regard to the definition of development has resulted not in an opening up of development strategies but rather in them becoming more encompassing and intrusive. Instead of only calling for certain macroeconomic policies on the basis of economic necessity, the Malaysian Model required institutional, social and even cultural design ROBBERT MASELAND & JAN PEIL as well, all in the name of development. 40 In the broader understanding of the development of the Malaysian model a complete overhaul of the Malay mind and culture was in order. The necessary Melayu Baru or New Malay, strong in religious and moral standards reflecting a reformulated, progressive Islam, and belonging to one Bangsa Malaysia (Malaysian race), required a serious reconstruction of identity. The necessity of such processes was still hardly subject to debate-after all, development required it. As in the Washington Consensus, society was under the spell of the all-pervasive power of the Great Idea of Development. It was just the content of the idea that changed, not its status. The theoretical pluralism of the Malaysian model entailed a broadening rather than an opening up of the notion of development. It thereby reproduced the coercive nature of the Washington Consensus's conception of development, if not aggravating it.
Discussion
In this paper we have discussed the notion of the Malaysian Model of development, as part of the more general Asian Model. We have argued that the ideas behind the Malaysian/Asian Model were an early example of the newly received view in development economics that context matters and that development policies should be about more than economics. More specifically, the Asian Model, and the Malaysian Model as a special case of it, were based upon the ideas that the different historical context of lateindustrialisation required different models, the Asian cultural context required a different model and the Asian development model, in order to be successful, needed to focus on cultural, political and institutional change as well as on narrowly economic processes. We have labelled these three ideas pluralism based on history, pluralism based on culture and disciplinary pluralism, respectively.
The paper has shown that the first two pluralist principles are pluralist in a very limited way only. The argument that development strategies are dependent on historical and cultural circumstances replaces the one-solutionfits-all approach associated with the Washington Consensus by a oneblueprint-for-each-case approach. While seeing development in its historical and cultural contexts, the Washington Pluralism ignores the contestation and construction of those contexts. Debate about appropriate development strategies is still closed off, although now not by technocratic truths-as in the Washington consensus-but by historicism and essentialism. In the Asian Model this mistake led to acceptance of the idea that Asian development involved more hierarchical and collectivist governance structures and had little concern with individual rights, because these traits are 1) Asian culture and 2) fitting for late development. This idea supported increasing authoritarianism.
The argument for disciplinary pluralism is equally unsatisfactory. While maintaining that development is a universal objective with a given content rather than a contestable and subjective goal, disciplinary pluralism has not so much led to an opening of debates as to more encompassing and intrusive THE NEW WASHINGTON PLURALISM AND THE MALAYSIAN MODEL blueprints. Within the Malaysian Model it has been argued that the reduction of political debate to the question of how one could deliver development fostered the monopolisation of power by Mahathir in the early 1990s. Opposition to policies or governance structures in this developmentalism was not really possible, because policies and governance were technical issues, not political. In this context disagreement was not about different subjective opinions, but about being objectively right or wrong in the face of what was necessary for development.
Similarly the decidedly broader scope of the new Washington Pluralism vis-a`-vis the Washington Consensus can be argued to make it more intrusive and (thereby) oppressive, rather than less. The old Washington Consensus told us to get our macroeconomic house in order; the new Washington Pluralism tells us to change our institutions, governance structures, values, belief systems and way we live our lives as well. Indeed, the IMF's reaction to the Washington Consensus critique has been an 'augmented Washington Consensus', which consists of a list of prescriptions that is twice as long and goes much further than the original. 41 Meanwhile the argument behind all these prescriptions is still the same: developmental necessity.
For these reasons it can be argued that, until its pluralism is taken to the level of the debate about what development is and ought to be itself, the new Washington Pluralism is not fundamentally different from the Washington Consensus, and suffers from the same weaknesses. Both saying that there is a unique universal set of rules and that there is a unique set of rules for each preconceived category making up the world denies people the possibility of thinking, acting and constructing their world in their own terms. A more fruitful approach would be to embrace diversity and foster genuinely open debate by not a priori setting which categories are allowed to talk: the Asian, the less developed. But first and foremost, such open debate would be about what development is, not just about how to achieve it. 
